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Abstract. The logistics companies often face inefficient distribution and a multitude of customer complaints on the shopping festival. This paper will find out the existing terminal logistics distribution problems, and put forward some suggestions for improvement according to these problems. Combined with the suggestions, an application for the optimization of terminal logistics distribution based on IOS is designed and developed. The application can mainly be divided into order module, map navigation module and communication module. Couriers login the application, process the orders by using bar code technology and get the best solution of delivery by the map. It can improve the distribution efficiency and customer satisfaction to some extent.

1 Introduction

In 1998, China's first online transaction was completed, which marks the beginning of a new era of e-commerce in China. By 2012, the amount of online transactions in China is more than 10 trillion RMB [1]. As the online shopping is becoming more and more popular, the express industry has also developed rapidly. According to the statistics, in 2014, the amount of the national parcels was 13.96 billion, with a growth rate of 51.9% [2]. This shows that the express industry is growing rapidly and it plays an increasing important role in our daily life.

However, the express industry has also exposed a lot of problems, especially the “last mile” problem. According to the statistics of the State Post Bureau, 40930 consumer complaints were received in February 2012, of which 39783 were related to express delivery, accounting for 97.2% [3] of the total amount of complaints. Data show that express delays and delivery services are the two main complaints, accounting for 40.2%, 33% respectively. Thus, the problem of express delay is the most prominent. While in the express delivery process, the time of terminal logistics distribution accounts for a considerable proportion of the whole time of express delivery, so it is particularly important to improve the efficiency of terminal logistics distribution.

With the development of mobile Internet, smart phones have become popular. Google issued a report on the use of smart phones and the survey showed that China's smartphone penetration rate reached 44% in 2015. The express industry should also follow the trend of the times and provide users with more efficient, more convenient, more flexible terminal delivery services by using intelligent mobile terminals.

Based on the background analysis above, this paper focuses on the problems in the distribution of the terminal logistics. And then constructive suggestions will be made to reduce the time or distance of delivery in order to improve the distribution efficiency, reduce logistics costs, and improve the customer satisfaction. At last, an application will be established, which can provide express queries as well as route planning.

2 The system design

As the figure 1 shows, the system is divided into two parts: IOS mobile terminal and the server. Logistics distribution station administrators and couriers use different devices to access the LeanCloud background cloud server through the network, and carry out the operation of the relevant database. Logistics distribution station administrators login the background system, and then they can view the message, communicate with the couriers, and deal with the emergency situations. The courier can login IOS mobile terminal by using the username and password. He can scan the express lists, and display the locations of the orders on the map, and then the system will plan the best path to help the courier improve delivery efficiency.

3 The mobile terminal design

This chapter mainly includes the analysis and solutions of the “last mile” problem, functional requirements analysis and business process design, and database design.
3.1 The “last mile” problem and the solutions

Through the analysis, there are three main problems in terminal logistics distribution:

- The service of logistics delivery is bad.
- Logistics delivery efficiency is low.
- The communication in the logistics delivery is impeded.

According the problems, evaluation and feedback system can be established to improve the service of couriers. It shows that good logistics delivery services can greatly improve customer satisfaction [4]. Meanwhile, electronic maps are applied for route planning. Data show that advanced information technologies, such as GIS technology and GPS technology, can improve the efficiency of logistics delivery and save costs [5]. What’s more, more functions are added for better communication between couriers and customers.

3.2 Functional requirements analysis and business process design

According the analysis above, we can design the main functions of the application, which is shown in figure 2:

The application is mainly divided into four modules, the order module, the map module, the communication module and the basic information module. The order module has two functions which are receiving the express and delivering the express. The courier can use the application to scan the express lists to get the details of the orders and then the information will be added to the application. At the same time when the courier receives the express, new information of the order will be added into the database by scanning the bar code and filling in the express list. The map module can display all orders’ addresses, plan the best path and navigate. The communication module can enable the couriers to communicate quickly with the distribution station and other couriers, and receive the push from the distribution station. The basic information module can maintain information, including the order information, the courier information, the evaluation information, pushes and so on.

This application mainly relates to the delivering phase and receiving phase in the general logistics delivery process. This application will refine the business process of the delivering phase and the receiving phase, and effectively improve the efficiency of the terminal logistics distribution. The figure 3 shows the delivering phase in the logistics delivery process.

3.3 Database design

This application uses a third-party server called LeanCloud for data storage. The database mainly consists of four tables, which are the order table, the courier table, the evaluation table and the push table. The order table includes the order number, the recipient's phone number and address, the sender's phone number and address, the status of the order and the attributes of the express, such
as weight, payment method, and so on. The courier table includes the courier number, the username, password and mobile phone number. The evaluation table includes the order number, the courier number, and the scores. The push table includes the push number and the push content. The relational data model is shown as the figure 4:

![ER Diagram](image)

**Figure 4.** The ER diagram

### 4 The implementation of the mobile terminal

#### 4.1 The order module

The order module can display the specific information of the order by scanning the bar code of the express list. When the courier completes the delivery, he needs to scan the express list to update the order state. After that the courier needs to invite the consignee evaluate the courier’s services. The evaluation and feedback will be kept in the database, which standardize the courier’s behaviours for better services to the public.

In the barcode scanning part, I use the third-party open source software called Zbar. Click on the ‘Add’ button, the system will automatically focus on the bar code by using camera, and the bar code number will appear in the text box below. According to the bar code, the system will connect to the database to query the order. The order details will be displayed on the mobile phone.

Figure 5 and figure 6 following show the effect.

#### 4.2 The map module

In the map module, the electronic map can show the courier’s current position and the locations of all orders. The specific address information will be shown on the label above the pin when the courier clicks on one of the pins on the map. When the courier clicks on the label, the application will automatically jump to the AMAP. The courier need not input the starting point and the end point. The system will default to the current position as a starting point, and the address on the label as the end point. The map will provide multiple driving routes. After the courier chooses one of them, the map will begin to navigate. Figure 7 and figure 8 show the effect of the map module:

![Map Effect](image)

**Figure 5.** The effect picture of the barcode scanning part

**Figure 6.** The effect picture of the map module

Order Num: 358619003395
Recipient: Devin
Telephone: 13478235678
Address: No 37,Xueyuan Road, Haidian District, Beijing

Add to tasks
4.3 The communication module

The communication module is used in two cases, one is that the courier can view the message from the logistics distribution station through the mobile terminal, and the courier can make a choice according to the message. For example, some recipients cannot accept the express temporarily. The courier can deliver the express next time when he sees the notification.

Another is that the courier can use the functions of telephone and SMS to save time when the courier encounters unexpected situations.

Figure 9 and figure 10 show the effect of the module.

4.4 The basic information module

The basic information module is mainly about the maintenance of some basic information including historical orders, feedbacks, pushes, courier information and so on.

Couriers can see and modify their basic information in this module, including username and password. At the same time, the courier can view the orders and the evaluations of the orders that he has already delivered.

The effect is as figure 11 shows.
5 Conclusion

This paper mainly analyses the problems existing in the terminal logistics distribution, and puts forward some effective solutions according to these problems. According to these solutions, an application will be designed based on iOS platform which can provide express queries as well as route planning. The courier can effectively improve distribution efficiency and service quality by using the app.

After the test, the actual operation of this application is consistent with the expected effect. At the same time, the business logic is correct and the interaction is good. Facts have proved that it can be applied in practical work. Meanwhile, the design also needs to be improved in the daily work.
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